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#linearControl Systems

#true(

-pay.ntisthiscoursearouten
Ex.ticequation:Flo

xiE1R:ScalsL
xi =[-]-1R*(R**) F:monlinearfunction ofIvector of



Special case:F(x) =Ax - l
-

AtRixe:metrix(re rows;icolmaces)
Mi

b-1k Vector (with as components)

#2FOEAve.tonotre
↑monstrained optimization problems

minimizeg(x)

optimalityconditions:Successary)
xg(x) =0;If F(x)

=

=xg(2) =>
F(54) =0 ②



craNf-e: In general, itis difficult to
find an explicitsolution to

-givi0(F,(Acme techies
to

↑zopragoetiuce...or
is

gradient flow)
Dynamical systems describedby nonlinear
recursive (DT) or ODES (CT) relations ③



9.What are transientandasymptotic properties
ofmonlinear dynamical systems?
①

F(x) =(Ax +Bu +b) - x

F(0) =0:implicit Neural Network
x: Nesral State(U-(R")
8: nonlinear activation function

A.B: synaptic weights
2: imput

#histermsare @



In bothexamples:OPES ofthe fover

x =f(w) ti time (G(R+)

4
IF

xx(R7
noulsnear

of x

scretetime

:(R"-1Rm I function&
xt+ 1

=h(xt) it =0, 1,2,3,....
Forward

·-E=fstnRUSE
We'll mostly focus 04

ODES is E537 (CTProdems ⑤



Ex : 2nd Newton's law
-

2 lesols to a monlinear↳xFic -E
&-

Not inform [ti =f(u,M]
Q:Howto bring higher orderexternal

ispst
(in this case 2) ODEinto the 1st
Aform quit input n):

[ 22x =F0-pl-Resinv - - +ii]



Trus:a =f(x,7) with DC:=[5]
x2

]f(x,y) = fiioiY Esinon-onein
Forstens[OPE]without derivatives

higher order
of input UNr time), we can choose
"physical statevariables"as components

of the vector a phase coordinate
form 3

x="output" =angle a
x =output velocity ⑦



Note: x =f1514): 5 does NOT explicitly
time-invariantsystem opendon time

-
oestuzationon&

Time-varyingsystems:

jc =f(x,4,5 explicit
time

deezolice
EX:For pendulum:

M,l, k =02t => time-invariest
system

-erwise:time-varying
↳ If either of them obpends

on time ⑧



In EE 585:(linear systems
A, B

LT) Systems:ac =Ax +154 sp3Stauf

Time-varying;a =A(/x +B1)U↳
solution gives by.

eatrices

+

eA(t-T)BU(t) dTx(t) =eAtsx(x) +S
no*

unforcedrespouse forcedresponse
Cresponse to 195) Inyspouse to

iyp S)
Note:For penolslam:principle of
superposition does NOT apply!!! ⑨



#emoponseimoanasysesmosceovnaolocene
of thispesimistic statement:we react

to study properties ofnonlinear dynami-

systemsexploitingstructionone

40



EX: Logistic Equation
->growth function

x =2. (1 - j).x colepends on val

2,K50:positive scalars (constants

AllRTWTyliness model
constantgrowthfunction)
i =2.x =x(t) =e

at
x(0)

For 2x0 =>s<It) monotonoe
+->00

x/7) ->8 ⑪



Is linger resolved: only Ez.poisf
5=0

↑
entocles

Cunstable)
x(70)
->t
->inear model:EC. points:

0 =2.) - 3)axirz=k
Two EC. Points:zero and

carrying
capacity

⑫



qx(7)

k-1
--> to

Nexttime:We'll see thatnonlinear
model saturatesthe growthof
population (reasonable) andwe'll
"Study" features ofthe response
Se.g. stability of F. Points)

⑬


